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poems is understood, will please a reader of plain common-
sense, who could neither relish nor comprehend an epigram
of Martial or a poem of Cowley. So, on the contrary, an ordinary
song or ballad, that is the delight of the common people, cannot
fail to please all such readers as are not unqualified for the
entertainment by their affectation or ignorance: and the
reason is plain, because the same paintings of nature which
recommend it to the ordinary reader will appear beautiful
to the most refined." Addison was indeed unconventional and
far-sighted in these essays, and he was taken to task by his
fellow neo-classics. In the first half of the eighteenth century
it was fashionable to sneer at this eccentric quirk of taste on
the part of an otherwise impeccable critic.
But under the surface of Augustan correctness, a true
revolution in taste was beginning. Despite the dominant
influence of Pope, writers and critics began to look for poetry
that would be simple, sensuous, and passionate. The superiority
of "nature'* to "art" was not a new concept in eighteenth-
century thought; a kind of primitivism had been part of the
European climate of thought since the Renaissance. The belief
that man was somehow better in a "natural" state can be
traced back to Montaigne and was certainly widely held long
before Rousseau elaborated his doctrine of the Noble Savage:
it is expressed by Pope:
Can that offend great Nature's God
Which Nature's self inspires ?
At the beginning of the eighteenth century, primitivism
became transferred to nature, in the sense of scenery; that,
too, was somehow better in a natural state. This belief lay
behind the gardens of Capability Brown and Kent, with their
ha-has or invisible fences, their dead trees carefully planted
in picturesque situations; even Pope's grotto was a rather
contorted product of the "cult" of nature. As Lovejoy points
out,5 it was only a matter of time before this primitivism
became extended from philosophy and gardening to literature;
someone was bound to say that poetry, too, would be better

